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Reviewer's report:

This is a pertinent and thought provoking study which I liked very much. I did have a couple of questions about the setup and data. First, what in your mind was the significance of the briefing being delayed for the study group? It was important enough that you included it among your figures. What were they doing during these delays, and did the delayed group show differences in performance from the group that wasn't delayed? That would have been interesting to know.

Second, I would have liked to know a little more about the control group. You mentioned the percentages of study groups that had discussed primary and secondary airway management strategies, vasoactive meds, and checking the equipment. What percentage of teams in the control group mentioned these items, and in what way were they mentioned? All that was said is that there were "random isolated exchanges of information" and that "no structured or comprehensive briefing was observed". Though I hypothesize that those observations were globally true in general for the control group, comparing one specific set of data across both groups may have been useful here. It seems these data would tell us even more about the efficacy of the semi-structured briefing, and whether or not the pre-procedural discussion played a factor in the performance of the groups. In other words, was it merely mentioning these things that made the briefing helpful, or the organization provided by the briefing?

I think this study leads itself to quite a few interesting follow-up studies that I'd be eager to see. This study is good as is, but if you have more data available about the control group, it'd be even better.
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